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The Two Fajrs
There are two types of dawn: first dawn, and second dawn

Characteristics of First Dawn
Known as:  “False dawn”
Shape in sky: Rectangular shape
Extends : From east to the west
Darkness of: Dark after it has some rays
Brightness of: Has darkness between it and the horizon
Ruling of: Don't perfom salaat; Dont stop eating

Characteristics of Second Dawn
Known as:  “True and correct dawn”
Shape in sky: It is transversal in the horizon  -- a line intersecting two or more lines. 
Extends: From north to south
Darkness of: No darkness after it appears
Lightness of: Light continues to increase until sun rises
Brightness of:  continuously extending in the horizon
Rulings of:  Stop eating  Perform salaat

End Discussion on Fajr (3.25 minutes)

The Suhoor Meal 
(begin at 3.25 minutes)

“Take your predawn meal, there is blessing therein.” We are commanded to eat and drink during suhoor 
to prepare fasting.

The hikmah (wisdom) of suhoor is to attain blessing.

Meaning of Blessing
Blessing here has two meanings:

1. Blessing means the ascent of goodness of Allah upon something. And to be kept therein.
2. Blessing also means increase in goodness and reward in all that a person needs from the 

benefits of this life and heareafter.

Blessings can only come from Allah. We attain blessings thru obedience to Allah.

Some do not pay attention to suhoor. They don't know about the sunnah of how and when to perform it. 
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They may abandon it altogether. 

Some eat in the middle of the night or before bed out of fear of oversleeping, or wishing to sleep 
longer, or ignorance, or lack of knowing its blessing. This is a defect. We should try to avoid and 
correct this. There is opposition to the sunnah in skipping suhoor and missing of its barakaah.

Blessings of Suhoor:
1. Complying with the Prohet's command “take your predawn meal.” Also, the honor of obeying 

the Prophet should be enough of a reason for us to eat suhoor.
2. It is a title and sign for the muslim. 
3. It opposes the people of the book (kitaabi).
4. Goodness. Prophet said people will continue to be on good as long as they hurry to break the 

fast and delay the suhoor.
5. It enables the believer to be strong enough to worship allah. 
6. The attainment of salaah from angels and allah from those who take the suhoor. 
7. It repels bad manners. Bad manners may arise because one is hungry. Hunger makes us weak in 

the area of self-control. Islamically, the state of fasting may be giving up food and drink, the 
true believer knows this is beneficial to himself because it trains him in self-control. He does 
not see this is pure hunger. Physically, one who is in a state in hunger acts different than when 
he is not hungry.

8. It occurs during a blessed time: when Allah descends to the lower heavens in a manner that is 
Most Majestic and Most Perfect to him. Hadeeth Bukhari: Allah our Lord Most Blessed and 
Most High is He, descend every night to the lowest heaven where there remains the latter third 
of the night and He says, Who wants to call me so that I respond to him? Who wants to ask me 
that I will give him? Who is to seek forgiveness from me that I will forgive him?

9. The timing of suhoor is the best time for istighfaar. Allah praised those seeking forgiveness 
when saying “those who seek forgiveness in this time” last hour of the night.

10. A means to attain congregational prayer for Muslim males in the masjid ,and the attainment of 
fajr prayers for those legally excused from congregational prayer.

11. Suhoor is ibaadah (worship) if the person intends in suhoor to strengthen his ability to obey 
Allah and follow the messenger. This makes it worship.

12. Increases the desire to want to continue to fast because of its ease.
13. Incitement in the believer on being different from kitaabi (people of the book—Christians and 

Jews) they are prohibited from taking suhoor.

Best Food to Eat
● Dates
● If no food or dates, then water is sufficient

Sunnah of Suhoor
Delay suhoor until time close to fajr even if only a little amount of food is eaten.
Zayd bin Thaabit we delayed suhoor then got up time between adhaan of fajr and suhoor? The time it 
would take to recite 50 verses. 

Allowable to eat and drink and to be enjoy the spouse as long as one is not certain that the dawn has not 
started; it must be until clearly verified that it is dawn. 
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